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We experimentally demonstrate temporal pumping of elastic waves in an electromechanical waveguide.
Temporal pumping exploits a virtual dimension mapped to time, enabling the generation and control of
edge states, typical of two-dimensional systems, in a one-dimensional waveguide. We show experimentally
that the temporal modulation of the stiffness drives the transfer of edge states from one boundary of the
waveguide to the other. The considered implementation, that consists of an elastic waveguide coupled with
tunable electrical impedances, allows the pumping to occur in a controllable manner. The framework
presented herein opens new avenues for the manipulation and transport of information through elastic
waves, with potential technological applications for digital delay lines and digitally controlled waveguides.
This Letter also explores higher-dimensional topological physics using virtual dimensions mapped to time
in electromechanical systems.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.126.095501

The transport of information along one-dimensional
(1D) waveguides is key to numerous technological applications, but is generally limited by two main factors:
(i) fixed propagation speeds and associated wave dispersion
that are determined by the properties of the medium and
(ii) scattering and localization of the propagating signal
at defects and imperfections. The study of topological
insulators has opened new pathways to overcome these
limitations, sparking broad interest across different realms
of physics, including quantum [1], electromagnetic [2,3],
acoustic [4–6], and elastic [7] media. Robust waveguiding
along edges and interfaces of two-dimensional (2D)
domains has been demonstrated in different elastic and
acoustic platforms, exploiting analogies with the quantum
Hall effect (QHE) [8–16], the quantum spin Hall effect
[7,17–21], and the quantum valley Hall effect [22–25].
These works and the references therein illustrate a variety
of strategies for robust wave transport, which generally
require 2D domains and occur at fixed (nontunable) speeds.
A recent line of work exploits virtual dimensions in
parameter space to explore higher-dimensional topological
effects in lower-dimensional systems [26–30]. For example, edge states commonly attributed to (2D) QHE systems
have been illustrated in 1D periodic [31,32] and quasiperiodic [33–37] systems, while 4D and 6D quantum Hall
phases have been observed in 2D [38–40] and 3D [30,41]
lattices. In this context, topological pumping emerges
as a phenomenon that promotes edge-to-edge transitions
of topological states, induced by parametric variations
along one additional dimension, either spatial [32,33,
38,39,42–44] or temporal [15,45–50]. A temporal pump
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embodies a 2D topological effect that governs the robust
energy transport in systems of a single spatial dimension.
While a promising concept supported mostly by theoretical
investigations [15,48,50,51], its experimental realization
for elastic waves has so far been elusive. Notable recent
studies include the temporal pumping illustrated in a
dimerized magnetomechanical system emulating the
Su-Schreefer-Heeger model [47] and its realization for
acoustic lattices [52]. These contributions highlight the
potential of temporal pumping for robust wave transport,
but further efforts are still required toward implementations
in compact and modular configurations, which can be
potentially scaled down for on-chip applications.
Among the available physical platforms, continuous
waveguides are excellent candidates for this purpose and
have been extensively employed as versatile platforms for
the realization of phononic circuits with distinct functionalities [21,53,54]. Motivated by these works and by prior
works on topological pumping through spatial stiffness
modulations in two-dimensional domains [32,43], we
pursue temporal pumping of edge states in a 1D continuous
system. To this end, we explore a configuration that enables
the time modulation of the elastic properties of an electromechanical waveguide, which allows for the control of both
magnitude and schedule of the modulations. This behavior
was previously illustrated for mechanical systems in
pure theoretical studies [32,51] and in discrete systems
of limited tunability and modal content [35,47]. Thus,
we provide an experimental demonstration of adiabatic
temporal pumping for the first time in a continuous
waveguide through an experimental setup that is suitable
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FIG. 1. Concept of temporal pumping implemented in an
electromechanical elastic beam. The equivalent stiffness Dn ðϕÞ
at the location of the nth piezoelectric patches (red lines)
is obtained by sampling the surface Dðx; ϕÞ ¼ D0 ½1 þ
α cosð2πθx þ ϕÞ at xn ¼ n [32]. The spatial stiffness modulation
with slowly varying temporal phase ϕðtÞ induces the transition of
the left-localized edge state (input) into a right-localized state
(output).

for miniaturization and for device-level implementation and
constitute a physical platform to study higher-dimensional
topological effects in lower-dimensional systems.
We consider an elastic beam (gray solid in Fig. 1) where
spatiotemporal modulation is induced by an array of
piezoelectric patches (yellow), bonded on the top and
bottom surfaces and shunted through negative capacitance
(NC) circuits [55]. The NC shunts modify the equivalent
bending stiffness D according to the following modulation:
Dn ðϕÞ ¼ D0 ½1 þ α cosð2πnθ þ ϕÞ;

ð1Þ

where Dn is the contribution to the bending stiffness at the
location of the nth piezo pair (Fig. 1). This spatial stiffness
modulation produces edge states localized at one of the
boundaries of the waveguide depending on the assigned
value of the modulation phase ϕ [32]. An adiabatic
temporal modulation of the phase ϕðtÞ drives a leftlocalized edge state (input) across the waveguide, producing a right-localized state (output), thus implementing
topological pumping.
Wave motion along the waveguide is predicted by
employing Euler-Bernoulli beam theory [56], which
describes the transverse harmonic motion at wðx; ωÞ of
the waveguide through the following governing equation:
½DðxÞw;xx ;xx ¼ ω2 mðxÞwðx; ωÞ;

ð2Þ

where ½;x denotes a derivative with respect to x, while m is
the linear mass of the beam. The stiffness and inertia
properties of the waveguide can be expressed as
X
DðxÞ ¼ Db þ
Dn Hðx − nxp ; lp Þ;
ð3Þ
n

X
mp Hðx − nxp ; lp Þ;
mðxÞ ¼ mb þ
n

ð4Þ

where Dn is given in Eq. (1), Db and mb , respectively,
denote the bending stiffness and linear mass of the base
beam, and mp is the increase in linear mass at the locations
of the patches. Also in Eq. (3), Hð·Þ is a unit step function
centered at location nxp and of length lp .
The parameter θ controls the periodicity of the structure:
rational values of the type θ ¼ p=q produce periodic
domains, while irrational θ values result in quasiperiodic
or incommensurate domains. For simplicity, we consider a
modulation with θ ¼ 1=3 in Eq. (1), resulting in a periodic
beam, whose period Lc ¼ 72 mm comprises three piezoelectric elements of length lp ¼ 22 mm that are 2 mm
apart. Other θ values can also produce edge states that can
be used for pumping, as discussed in [32,35,36,50,57].
The variable resistance NC shunts produce a stiffness
modulation that is quantified by a value of α ¼ 0.172.
The estimation of these values is based on the procedures
described in Supplemental Material [58], where details
about the system geometrical and physical parameters
are found.
We first investigate the dispersion properties of
the modulated waveguide, which are evaluated by employing a finite element discretization of Eq. (2) and the
application of Bloch conditions on a unit cell [67], i.e.,
wðω; x þ Lc Þ ¼ wðω; xÞe−iκLc , where κ is the wave number. Figure 2(a) depicts two dispersion surfaces as a
function of ϕ and μ ¼ κLc , which are separated by a
gap of center frequency close to 9.7 kHz. The inset displays
the dispersion ωðμÞ for ϕ ¼ 0 and shows five bands. The
inset also highlights, through the shaded blue area, the
frequency range corresponding to the surfaces shown in the
main plot, which focuses primarily on the gap separating
the fourth and fifth bands. The consideration of the virtual
parameter ϕ augments the dispersion bands to be defined
over a two-dimensional torus ½μ; ϕ ∈ ½0; 2π, where the
Chern number becomes the relevant topological invariant
[32,43,68]. Evaluation of the Chern number results in
C4 ¼ 1 for the fourth band of Fig. 2(a) (green surface),
and C1 ¼ 1, C2 ¼ −2, C3 ¼ 1 for the first three bands not
depicted in the figure (see details in the Supplemental
Material [58]). Similarly, a label for gap r is assigned by the
algebraic sum
P of the Chern number of the bands below it,
ðrÞ
i.e., Cg ¼ rn¼1 Cn . The first gap in Fig. 2(a) (shaded gray
region) is topologically trivial with Cg ¼ 0, while the
following gap (shaded red region) is nontrivial with
Cg ¼ 1. The nonzero label indicates its ability to support
an edge state spanning the gap in a finite structure [32,43].
We illustrate this by computing the eigenfrequencies of a
finite beam comprising eight unit cells for a total of 24 pair
of patches. For simplicity, we consider simply supported
boundary conditions, while a more accurate model is
introduced in the remainder of the Letter to fit the
experimental data. Results are shown in Fig. 2(b), which
displays the variation of the eigenfrequencies as a function
of ϕ (black lines), superimposed to the bulk bands
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FIG. 2. Dispersion properties and edge states for a beam with equivalent stiffness modulation Dn ðϕÞ ¼ D0 ½1 þ α cosð2πθn þ ϕÞ.
(a) Dispersion surfaces as a function of μ and ϕ with information on Chern numbers and gap labels. The inset displays the first five bands
for ϕ ¼ 0, highlighting the frequency range considered for the surface plot (shaded blue region). (b) Eigenfrequencies for a finite beam
as a function of ϕ (black lines) superimposed to the bulk bands (shaded gray regions), where an edge state (red lines) spans the nontrivial
gap with Cg ¼ 1. (c) States corresponding to the points marked in (b) showing examples of right-localized mode (I), bulk mode (II), and
left-localized mode (III).

represented by the shaded gray areas. The additional mode
spanning the nontrivial gap is an edge state, where dashed
(solid) lines are used for values of ϕ corresponding to left(right-)localized modes. The three representative modes
marked in Fig. 2(b) are displayed in Fig. 2(c) to illustrate a
transition of the edge state from right localized (I), to bulk
(II), and then to left localized (III) for increasing ϕ values.
Such transition is hereafter employed to induce edge-toedge pumping through a smooth modulation of ϕ in time.
The experimental investigations have as a first goal the
characterization of the beam spectrum and its dependence
on ϕ. The waveguide is equipped with clamps at both
boundaries, which are modeled through the addition of
linear and torsional springs [58], and excited at one end by
one of the patches. A scanning laser Doppler vibrometer
_ tÞ along the beam resulting
measures the velocity field wðx;
from a band-limited noise excitation in the 3–15 kHz
frequency range. The signal is continuously applied for the
duration of the test (T ¼ 2.2 s), while the phase ϕ varies in
the interval ½0; 2π. The resulting input and output signals
are postprocessed to estimate the frequency response of the
beam as a function of the phase ϕ. To this end, the signals
are multiplied by a rectangular window of length
T s ¼ 0.22 s, centered at an instant t0 , and the frequency
response of the beam for ϕ ¼ ϕðt0 Þ, i.e., Wðx; ϕðt0 Þ; ωÞ, is
obtained by employing an H1 frequency estimator [59].
The center of the window t0 is smoothly translated in time,
while the L2 norm is taken along the spatial x coordinate.
This produces estimations of the frequency response as a
function of ϕðt0 Þ, i.e., Wðϕ; ωÞ [58]. The results are
reported as contour plots in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), which
correspond to two experiments where the beam is excited at
the left and right boundary, respectively. Black and red lines
superimposed to the experimental contours correspond to
the eigenfrequencies of the bulk and edge modes predicted

numerically. The experimental results show a good
agreement with the numerical spectrum: left excitation
[Fig. 3(a)] reproduces mostly the left-localized branch of
the edge state (dashed lines), while the right excitation
experiment [Fig. 3(b)] captures primarily the right-localized branch (solid line). Experimentally measured left- and
right-localized modes corresponding to the points marked
as I and II in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) are shown in Fig. 3(c) and
compared to the numerical velocity profile.
Upon characterization of the spectrum and corresponding edge states, we next impose the smooth temporal
variation of ϕ to induce topological pumping. We first
target the left-localized mode defined for ϕ1 ¼ 1.6π [mode
I in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c)] by applying a harmonic excitation
of frequency 9.45 kHz to the left boundary. The excitation
signal is maintained for an interval of 12 ms, which is found
sufficient to induce the steady-state motion of the leftlocalized mode and to avoid any contribution of neighboring bulk models. Upon stopping the excitation, we observe
the free evolution of the waveguide response as the phase ϕ
is varied linearly in time to reach a value of ϕ2 ¼ 0.4π,
which takes approximately 2 ms [Fig. 4(b)]. Figure 4(a)
displays the magnitude of the experimentally recorded
transverse motion of the beam from t ¼ 12 ms onward,
i.e., after steady-state conditions are reached. During the
displayed time interval, the linear variation of the phase
from ϕ1 ¼ 1.6π → ϕ2 ¼ 0.4π induces the expected transition from a left-localized edge state to a right-localized
state, as shown in Fig. 4(a). To better illustrate this
transition, the recorded response is compensated for dissipation by extracting a temporal decay factor ξ for the edge
state at constant ϕ, and then multiplying the transient time
_ tÞ by eξt. Furthermore, the velocity field is
history wðx;
normalized by the maximum velocity value measured at the
beginning of the pumping process. A comparison with the
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FIG. 3. Experimental spectral characterization of modulated electromechanical beam. (a),(b) Measured frequency response as a
function of ϕ (contours) for excitation at the (a) left and (b) right boundary, superimposed to the eigenfrequencies of bulk (black) and
edge (red) modes. The left excitation reproduces mostly the left-localized portion of the branch of the edge state (dashed lines), while the
right excitation identifies the right-localized portion (solid line). (c) Representative experimental response for left- (I) and right- (II)
localized modes. Black and red lines represent experimental and numerical data.

noncompensated diagrams can be found in the
Supplemental Material [58]. The procedure does not alter
the spatial distribution of the velocity field w_ at any given
time instant, but allows for a better visualization of the
pump and approximates the behavior of the system should
dissipation be minimized. The physical mitigation of
dissipation may play an important role in future studies
aiming at exploring the full limits of topological pumping,
both fast and slow, and can potentially be achieved by
introducing a negative loss factor through suitable active
circuits [47]. The topological pump displayed in Fig. 4(a) is
characterized by an adiabatic [51] transition along the
branch of the edge state, as illustrated by the spectral
content in Fig. 4(b). In the upper panel, the spectra in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) are averaged to provide a single spectral
characterization of the waveguide and to highlight the

presence of an edge state and a bulk mode. The spectrogram in the bottom panel is obtained through the Fourier
transformation and appropriate windowing of the transient
pump displayed in Fig. 4(a) [58]. The results illustrate how
energy remains concentrated around the edge state branch,
with negligible contribution to the neighboring bulk modes
(black line) as expected in an adiabatic state evolution [51].
We also note that, while the employed experimental setup is
subject to variability in its electrical and mechanical parts,
the agreement between simulation and experimental results
signals a reasonable degree of robustness to defects and
imperfections. However, a detailed and quantified analysis
on this matter as presented in [47], for example, is a task left
for future work, which may be of particular relevance to
technological applications requiring a higher degree of
accuracy.

FIG. 4. Experimental demonstration of temporal pumping in the electromechanical waveguide. (a) Transient time history illustrating a
transition from a left-localized mode to a right-localized mode, induced by a linear temporal phase variation from ϕ1 ¼ 1.6π → ϕ2 ¼
0.4π starting at t ¼ 12 ms, with a duration of 2 ms. (b) Spectral content of broadband excitation in quasistatic conditions (top) compared
to spectrogram of the temporal pump (bottom), illustrating the adiabatic evolution along the branch of the edge state occurring in the
pump with negligible influence of the neighboring bulk mode. (c) Signals at left (blue) and right (red) boundaries of the beam for
temporal pumps induced within different modulation windows (shaded gray regions). In the initial 12 ms, steady-state vibrations of the
left-localized mode are induced (with duration halved for better visualization), while different phase modulation durations (top, 2 ms;
middle, 1.5 ms; bottom, 1 ms) delay the arrival of the signal at the right end of the beam.
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Finally, we elucidate how the temporal pump realized
with controllable phase modulation speeds can be of
potential interest for the manipulation and transport of
information across the waveguide. Figure 4(c) displays the
velocity time history for a point at the left (blue) and right
boundary (red) of the beam. The three plots correspond to
edge-to-edge transitions driven by different modulation
speeds. Under the aforementioned testing conditions, we
employed the same input signal, whereby during the first
12 ms a standing left-localized edge state is induced. At
t ¼ 12 ms, the linear temporal phase modulation ϕðtÞ
starts, ranging from ϕ1 ¼ 1.6π to ϕ2 ¼ 0.4π during an
interval of 1 ms (bottom), 1.5 ms (middle) and 2 ms (top),
which are sufficiently away from the limit of adiabaticity
T lim ¼ 0.67 ms (see more details in the Supplemental
Material [58]). The time duration of the phase modulation
is highlighted by shaded gray areas to illustrate how the
arrival time of the signal to the right end of the beam (in
red) is controlled by the rate of phase modulation. This
ability to control the arrival time independently from the
underlying properties of the medium (the beam in this case)
suggests opportunities for the design of digitally controllable electromechanical delay lines based on topological
pumping.
This Letter illustrates an experimental demonstration of
temporal pumping in a continuous electromechanical
waveguide with controllable modulation capabilities.
Such modulations are employed for the topological pumping of edge states according to different modulation rates.
This suggests the possibility to implement transfer of
information in waveguides at speeds that are uniquely
defined by the induced phase modulation and independent
of the physical parameters of the host structure. While
current limitations associated with bandwidth and controlling the signal shape are noted, these results highlight
potential applications to devices relying on robust signal
transport, with tunable arrival times and phase delays and
open potential pathways for manipulating elastic waves
using electromechanical waveguides. This Letter also
suggests that elastic structures are convenient platforms
for fundamental studies on higher-dimensional topological
effects by using virtual dimensions (the phase ϕ in this
Letter) mapped to time. For example, 2D platelike domains
with time-modulation capabilities provided by piezoelectric patches can be employed in future studies to
explore 4D quantum Hall physics where two virtual
parameters can be mapped to time [38,40].
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